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Land Rover Discovery Series II
1999-2002
Buying a Range Rover, Land Rover Discovery or
Defender can be just the start of a wonderful
adventure. This book describes the options available
to the owner, from big wheels and suspension lifts,
under-body protection and tuning ideas, right up to
how to convert the car into a high speed racer or an
international expedition vehicle. with clear, jargonfree instructions, advice on events like family
weekend green-laning, international expeditions and
full-on competition, accompanied by colour
photographs throughout, this is the definitive guide to
getting the most from these exciting vehicles.

Defender: Data and maintenance, Engine
and engine systems. Vol 2. Transmission,
Chassis and body, Air conditioning and
electrical equipment
The Series III Land Rover further developed the
successive refinements of the Series I, II and IIA
models, yet remained true to its original design as a
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utility vehicle for farmers; one that could be repaired
and maintained with the minimum of specialist tools.
It rapidly built up a worldwide reputation for rugged
capability, which led to it being adopted by police
forces and armies worldwide. The book describes the
step-by-step development of the Series III, so the
potential buyer becomes aware of each model’s
individual strengths and weaknesses. Having chosen
your preferred model, you are professionally guided
through important aspects of the retail market, and
given clear instructions on where and how to check
for problems before you buy. You will also be
equipped to test drive your potential purchase with
competence. Running and maintenance costs are
realistically appraised, and a comprehensive checklist
is provided to aid you through the evaluation process.
With over 100 colour photographs integrated into the
concise and informative text, this book really is the
expert in your pocket.

Land Rover Discovery Maintenance and
Upgrades Manual, Series 1 and 2
Introduced in 1989 in the campaign to repel the
Japanese 4x4 invasion, the Discovery opened up a
whole new market for Land Rover, creating its own
niche halfway between the traditional rough and
ready Land Rover off-roader and the upmarket Range
Rover cruiser. Its reputation as a rugged workhorse
both on and off-road has ensured that the Discovery
has remained one of the worlds best-selling 4x4s
since its introduction. This all-color book - part of
Haynes best-selling You & Your series that includes
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the well-received Land Rover Ninety, One Ten &
Defender - will fascinate all Discovery owners and
enthusiasts.

Land Rover Defender Td5 Electrical
Manual, 1999-2005 My Onwards and
300Tdi 02/05 Onwards
This manual draws together the information
necessary to maintain and repair and Defender Td5
models from 1999 to 2005 MY onwards and Defender
300Tdi models 2002 to 2005 MY onwards. This
electrical manual should be used in conjunction wiht
Defender Td5 1999-2005 Workshop Manual No. LRL
0410BB. This book contains YVB 101670 & LRL 0452
ENG Electrical Circuit Diagrams plus VDL 100170 &
LRL 0389 ENG Electrical Library. (LRD5EHBB)

Whitaker's Books in Print
Land Rover Defender Td5, 1999-2005 My
Onwards Workshop Manual and Electrical
Manual Td5 1999-2005 And 300Tdi
2002-2005
This pocket-sized, illustrated guide covers every
significant make and model of car sold in Europe and
North America during the 2006-2007 model year,
from giants like Ford and VW to small-scale
manufacturers such as Morgan and Noble. Each
model is pictured in color, with a data table providing
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vital statistics to enable comparisons between
models. Providing full details for over 700 cars and
stretching to 400 pages, this is a must-have reference
source and a useful "spotter’s guide" for all car
enthusiasts.

Land Rover Discovery
Series II, IIA & III (inc. County) with 88 & 109-inch
wheelbase. Does NOT cover 24V electrical systems or
forward control models. Petrol: 2 1/4 litre (2286cc)
4-cyl. Does NOT cover 6-cyl or V8 engines.

Land Rover Defender Modifying Manual
Haynes offers the best coverage for cars, trucks,
vans, SUVs and motorcycles on the market today.
Each manual contains easy to follow step-by-step
instructions linked to hundreds of photographs and
illustrations. Included in every manual:
troubleshooting section to help identify specific
problems; tips that give valuable short cuts to make
the job easier and eliminate the need for special tools;
notes, cautions and warnings for the home mechanic;
color spark plug diagnosis and an easy to use index.

Mini
This is an updated version of the successful You &
Your Land Ninety, One Ten & Defender by the same
author. Covering history, buying, owning and
modifying, this edition has been updated and
extended to cover the TD5 and Puma engines, as well
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as other developments. New material, new pictures
and a fresh design make this a fine addition to the
Haynes Enthusiast Guide Series and an invaluable
reference for Land Rover owners and prospective
owners alike.

Land Rover Freelander 97-06 Owners
Workshop Manual
Land Rover Service and Repair Manual
Land Rover Discovery Service and Repair
Manual
The legendary ‘classic’ Land Rover – the mainstay of
the four-wheel-drive market world-wide for over 60
years – was rebranded Defender in 1990, and has
upheld Land Rover’s reputation for producing rugged
workhorses, with unbeatable off-road capability. This
Haynes Manual provides a practical guide to
modifications and upgrades for Defender owners who
wish to update or improve their vehicles. Coverage
includes modifications for both recreational off-road
use and to improve comfort and cosmetic
appearance.

Defender 300tdi 90, 110, 130 96/98 My
There has rarely been a British success story like the
Land-Rover. Developed in a short time and on a small
budget, it was launched in 1948 and having passed
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though many revisions is still a world leader today.
The Series detailed in Land Rover takes the reader
from the beginning to 1985, and the many surviving
examples, supported by a comprehensive parts and
restoration industry, are seeing a solid increase in
values. Here James Taylor, the premier historian of
the marque, provides a detailed study of the LandRover's evolution through the period and the variants
and special-purpose versions that were produced.
Uniquely, it is the manufacturer's own sales brochures
and advertising that supply the illustrations, which
number some 400 images and serve not only to
correctly depict the vehicles but also to re-create the
atmosphere of the times when they were made.

Land Rover 110 Perentie Cargo &
General Service 4x4
This is an updated version of the successful You &
Your Land Rover Discovery by the same author.
Covering history, buying, owning and modifying, this
edition includes full coverage of models produced
since publication of the original book, including the
latest Discovery 3 range. New material, new pictures
and a fresh design make this a fine addition to the
Haynes Enthusiast Guide Series and a useful
reference for Discovery owners and prospective
owners alike.

Land Rover Discovery Maintenance and
Upgrades Manual, Series 1 and 2
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Land Rover Discovery Diesel 04-09
In the 1980s and 90s the Australian Defence Force
introduced a much-modified Land Rover 110 as the
Defence Force's basic lightweight utility vehicle. The
basic cargo and general service models of the
Australian Land Rover 110 are known as the "Truck,
Utility, Lightweight, MC2" and the "Truck, Utility,
Lightweight, Winch, MC2" respectively. There are
several specialist variants of the Australian Land
Rover 110, but the base vehicle is the same in most
cases. Although never its official name, the Australian
Defence Force Land Rover 110 is known among
military vehicle enthusiasts as the "Perentie." They
are almost universally considered to be the most
capable Land Rover 110/Defender vehicles in the
world. The "Perentie" was popularised around the
world as Major Les Hiddins' vehicle in the hit TV series
"Bush Tucker Man." This handbook reproduces the
Australian Army's Electrical and Mechanical
Engineering Instructions for the basic Land Rover
"Perentie." It's 622 pages comprise a complete
electrical and mechanical repair and servicing
handbook for these iconic vehicles. It covers
everything from basic servicing to complete rebuilds
of the vehicle. Available for the first time in print, this
handbook is designed as a workshop reference
manual. Don't rely upon loose paper printouts. This
edition is purposefully a low cost option and it never
goes out of print, so you can keep one copy with the
vehicle and another in the workshop.

Land Rover Series III
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Introduced in 1989 in the campaign to repel the
Japanese 4x4 invasion, the Discovery opened up a
whole new market for Land Rover, creating its own
niche halfway between the traditional rough and
ready Land Rover off-roader and the upmarket Range
Rover cruiser. Its strength and the availability of spare
parts make it the ideal vehicle to acquire and restore,
and its reputation as a rugged workhorse ensures that
the first-generation Discovery will be popular for
many years to come.

Land Rover Defender Restoration Manual
This book will be a completely revised and updated
version of the Land Rover 90, 110 and Defender
Restoration Manual (H600), containing a great deal of
new material, particularly on later Defender models
which have become available since the original
edition.

Land Rover Discovery Series II Workshop
Manual 1999-2003 MY
Land Rover Defender
In this manual, Em Willmott provides readers with all
the information needed to modify their Land Rover
Discovery.

Land-Rover
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A second revised edition of a purchase and
restoration guide to the Mini. Updated with a new
section on rebuilding a car with a Rover
Group/Heritage bodyshell. Last published in 1984.

John Haynes
A combined book of the Workshop Manual & Electrical
Manual. The Workshop Manual draws together the
information necessary to maintain and repair all
Defender Td5 models from 1999 to 2005 MY onwards
and Electrical Manual covering Defender Td5 models
from 1999 to 2005 MY onwards and Defender 300 Tdi
models 2002 to 2005 onwards. (LRD5EHBB) &
(LRL0410BB)

Land Rover Series I, II and III Restoration
Manual
Detailed engine data & work instructions for both
petrol & diesel fuel systems. Covering 4.0 V8 petrol
engines and Td5 diesel engines. A detailed guide to
maintenance & repair covering of all parts of the car
and engine including torque wrench settings,
emission control, engine management, fuel delivery,
cooling, manifolds, exhaust, clutch, automstic &
manual gear box, propeller, alxes, steering,
suspension, brakes, restraints, doos, exterior fittings,
interior trim components, screens, seats, sunroof,
panel repairs, heating, ventilation, air conditioning,,
wipers and washers, instruments and so much more.

Haynes Car Guide 2007
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With the aid of more than 1,000 detailed illustrations
and text aimed at the do-it-yourselfer, this book
describes and illustrates: how to renovate bodywork
and chassis; how to strip out and replace interiors;
how to give new life to mechanical and electrical
components; what to look for when buying a Land
Rover, and more. Also covers history, specifications,
mechanics and modifications. Essential information
for every Land Rover owner.

You and Your Land Rover Discovery
This parts catalogue covers all Land Rover Discovery
vehicles from model year 1999 up to and including
2003. Engines covered: 4.0 V8 petrol engine and the
2.5 Td5 diesel engine. Full listing of all part numbers
with exploded drawings. Land Rover part no.
STC9049CA

Land Rover 90, 110 and Defender
Restoration Manual
The unique Haynes insight into Mars, providing a
sister title to Earth Manual and Moon Manual. The
recent Ridley Scott/Matt Damon film The Martian, the
discovery of water (ice) on the planet's surface and
NASA's plans for manned Mars exploration have all
made Mars cool again.. Haynes applies its unique
manual treatment to take a new look at the Red
Planet.

Ninty One Ten Defender
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Yamaha YFS200 Blaster ATV
Based on real-life experience and written by expert
authors, the books in the Maintenance and Upgrades
Manual series from Crowood will help owners develop
the workshop skills needed for the maintenance and
repair of their cars, and give guidance on possibilities
for improvements and upgrades to performance. With
step-by-step instructions and safety information
throughout, this book is a valuable technical resource
for owners of Series II, IIA and III Land Rovers. The
book covers: choosing and buying a Series II or III
Land Rover; maintenance and service procedures;
detailed guides for repair and maintenance of each of
the car's systems, including brakes, steering and
suspension, engine, clutch and transmission, axles,
hubs and propshafts, and electrical systems; repairing
and preventing corrosion; upgrades for reliability,
comfort, performance and off-roading; rebuilding a
Series II or III Land Rover: things to know before you
take on a project car. This practical guide and
technical resource for all Series II, IIA and III owners
and Land Rover enthusiasts is fully illustrated with
over 280 colour photographs.

Land Rover Discovery Workshop Manual
1990-1994 Model Years
Land Rover Discovery 'Series 3' models with diesel
engines. Does not cover 'Series 4' models introduced
in May 2009. Turbo-Diesel: 2.7 litre (2720cc) V6. Does
not cover petrol engines.
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Land Rover Discovery Restoration
Manual
A detailed guide to maintenance, etc. Covers Petrol
2.0 Mpi, 3.9 V8i, 4.0 V8, and Diesel 300 Tdi models.

Land Rover Discovery Series II Parts
Catalogue 1999-2003 MY
Specially taken step-by-step photographs cover
bodywork repairs, mechanical restoration, interiors,
electrics and more! Detailed captions and text explain
everything from body removal, gearbox
troubleshooting and welding tears, to brakes and
suspension, steering joint replacements, and recovering seats in your Land Rover Defender. All
dismantling, overhauling and reassembly procedures
are detailed step by step.

Land Rover Discovery
Based on real-life experiences and written by expert
authors, the books in the Maintenance and Upgrades
series from Crowood will help owners develop the
workshop skills needed for the maintenance and
repair of their cars, and give guidance on possibilities
for improvements and upgrades to performance. With
step-by-step instructions and safety information
throughout, this book is a valuable technical resource
for owners of the Land Rover Discovery, Series 1 and
2. Illustrated with over 300 photographs, the book
covers sourcing parts and tools; common problems
and solutions, covering all engine types, including
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Rover V8 and diesel engines; service and repair;
improvements for wheels and tyres and detailed
specifications. This valuable technical guide for
owners of the Land Rover Discovery, Series 1 and 2
will be of particular interest to home and professional
mechanics and Land Rover enthusiasts, specialists
and owners' clubs. Illustrated with over 300 colour
photographs.

Land Rover Series II, IIA and III Petrol
and Diesel Service and Repair Manual
2 book set. Vol 1: general spec data, engine tuning,
torque settings, lubricants, fluids, maintenance. Vol 2:
manual gearbox & transfer box, propeller shafts,
front/rear axle, differentials, steering, suspension,
brakes, body, heating, electric.

Land Rover Discovery Modifying Manual
Based on real-life experiences and written by expert
authors, the books in the Maintenance and Upgrades
series from Crowood will help owners develop the
workshop skills needed for the maintenance and
repair of their cars, and give guidance on possibilities
for improvements and upgrades to performance. With
step-by-step instructions and safety information
throughout, this book is a valuable technical resource
for owners of the Land Rover Discovery, Series 1 and
2. Illustrated with over 300 photographs, the book
covers sourcing parts and tools; common problems
and solutions, covering all engine types, including
Rover V8 and diesel engines; service and repair;
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improvements for wheels and tyres and detailed
specifications. This valuable technical guide for
owners of the Land Rover Discovery, Series 1 and 2
will be of particular interest to home and professional
mechanics and Land Rover enthusiasts, specialists
and owners' clubs. Illustrated with over 300 colour
photographs.

Land Rover Defender Diesel (Feb '07-'16)
56-16
This is one in a series of manuals for car or
motorcycle owners. Each book provides information
on routine maintenance and servicing, with tasks
described and photographed in a step-by-step
sequence so that even a novice can do the work.

Mars Owners' Workshop Manual
Covers all Discovery models from 1999 up to the end
of the 2002 model year, including 4.0 V8 Petrol
Engines and T5 Diesel engines.

Land Rover Discovery, Defender & Range
Rover
The Land Rover Story
This workshop manual covers all diesel powered
Defender models from 1996 up to the end of the 1998
model year.
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Land Rover Discovery Model Years
Workshop Manual
The Land Rover Story is a roller coaster ride through
the life and times of Land Rover. Fast-paced and
entertaining, it brings alive all aspects of Land Rover
from its humble beginnings in 1948 to today’s worldwide renown, with the vehicles — successes and
failures — and people at the centre of the story. The
1940s. How the Land Rover came about; the Wilks
brothers; the Centre Steer enigma; development and
production; launch and reaction. The 1950s. Rapid
development and evolution of the original; successes
and dead ends; worldwide reach; early expeditions;
weird and wonderful modifications; the Series II. The
1960s. Consolidation and further developments;
Series IIA; military models; initial development of the
Range Rover; search for a V8 engine. The 1970s. The
Series III; Range Rover’s popularity but lack of
investment; Land Rover abandons US market; the
British Leyland story; escape from BL and Michael
Edwardes, saviour of Land Rover. The 1980s. British
Aerospace ownership; Land Rover grows as most of
Britain’s car industry self-destructs; emergence of the
coil-sprung models; make or break time with launch
of Discovery (Europe’s best-selling 4x4). The 1990s.
Tdi engines; Defender and its development. BMW
ownership; second-generation Range Rover P38;
Freelander; second-generation Discovery; Td5 engine.
The 2000s. Ford takeover, alliance with Jaguar, shift
towards luxury; third-generation Range Rover L322;
the G4 Challenge; Discovery 3, Range Rover Sport,
TDCi Defender, Freelander 2, Discovery 4. The 2010s.
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Tata takeover, upsurge in sales and profits; Range
Rover Evoque and Victoria Beckham; Range Rover 4;
Range Rover Sport 2; Discovery Sport; Discovery 5;
Range Rover Velar; DC100 concept; end of Defender
production; rise of Defender as a fashion icon; and
much more.

Land Rover Series II, IIA and III
Maintenance and Upgrades Manual
A quarter of a century ago, the Land Rover Discovery
defined at a stroke how traditional 4 x 4 all-terrain
ability could co-exist with family-estate practicality at
an affordable price. Since 1989, the Discovery has
gone through several iterations, but its essential
qualities have remained unchanged. Practical,
capable, and above all completely distinctive - the
stepped roof seemed odd at first but now defines the
Discovery shape - the Discovery has gone on to
become one of Land Rover's best-loved products.
Land Rover Discovery - 25 Years of the Family 4 x 4
looks in detail at the four generations of Discovery,
including full specification details and production
histories. Topics covered include the design and
development of the original Discovery in the late
1980s, and the move into North America; the new
300Tdi engine and R380 gearbox of 1994, and the
BMW takeover; Series II models of 1998-2004, and
Land Rover's move from BMW to Ford; Discovery
3/'LR3' - 2004-2009, and the new TDV6 engine,
developed by Jaguar; Discovery 4/'LR4' - the allpurpose family luxury car; special editions and
derivatives of all four generations of Discovery,
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including Discoverys for the emergency services and
the Camel Trophy and G4 Challenge competition
vehicles. Superbly illustrated with 351 colour
photographs.
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